Borg warner r10 overdrive parts

Price for New Part. We strive to keep this web page up-to-date, but suppliers often do not give
us advance notice before changing pricing to us. Please confirm your pricing when placing an
order. The New Parts listed here are primarily replacement parts ie bearings, seals, thrust
washers, gaskets, etc or some limited supplies of new-old-stock or new-old-replacement-stock,
or new reproduction parts. The Ford part numbers listed are for identification purposes only,
and do NOT represent or imply that the parts offered are genuine Ford service parts. The Used
Parts may be original Ford parts or might be used aftermarket manufacturer parts, depending
on what is available at any given time. Repair Kits or Parts Kits We do not offer multi-part kits
except for the gasket sets and seal kits for the early Ford transmissions for one simple reason.
There are too many variations in gears and other transmission parts over the years, and a kit
would either have to include a lot of unnecessary parts, or would be missing a key part that
your transmission required. Please order the specific parts you actually need. We can assist
you with this if you need help. To place an order , call Office hours are Monday-Thursday from
am to pm Eastern Time. Note: Blank entries in the Used Parts pricing simply means that we
have not had that part available to this point. Ford Part Number. Price for Used Part. Overdrive
Controls. NOTE: we are not selling overdrive solenoids at this time. Overdrive Transmission
Parts. OD Ring Gear 42 spline x 4. OD Ring Gear 52 spline x 5. See Next Item. Overdrive
Transmission Gasket Sets. Note: Transmission gasket sets only include the paper gaskets no
seals. Overdrive Wiring Harnesses. Borg Warner R10 3 speed manual with overdrive
transmission. This tranny is in perfect condition. In East Tennessee, close to Knoxville. The
tranny you posted here. Early 40s Studebaker, nash, etc. Probably on a T86 tranny. Many
applications. Pont35, call a fellow by the name of George Asche in Pennsylvania. Rebuilds R10
regularly. May have something you can use. Or Google Aok Boys on the interweb. Bet it pops
up. I called, they are calling me back. Thanks for the info! I wish I knew of them 3 years ago
when I thought Herm the Overdrive guy in Washington State was the only game stateside. He
quoted me a 3 week turn around. Then they pulled the pin on my shift rail, cracked the case. We
all have bad days. I did have a local guy braise it up and she is running and driving. But She
drips a little and I want to be prepared for a catastrophy. See my post immediately before yours.
He last came here on 30 April. Hover over his handle to see this. Send a p. Private Message. Use
the envelope in the popup on hover, or the one at the top of the page. A PM will send an email.
You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our
community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. TNDoug 2
Posted December 24, Posted December 24, Link to post Share on other sites. RonaldCornell 0
Posted January 10, Posted January 10, Do you have any pictures of the model number?
Anybody have a R10 speedometer driven gear and housing to sell, and photo? Posted January
14, Would you sell just the od unit? I am looking for a R10B-1G or 1R case. Plyroadking Posted
January 15, Posted January 15, Posted January 19, RonaldCornell 0 Posted January 19, Posted
January 24, Thanks, The web took me to PD24 website. I sent a message. Hope to hear back!!!
RonaldCornell 0 Posted January 24, His shop number in PA is Ask for Father George, or you will
get the son Brother George Posted January 24, edited. Edited January 24, by 35Joe see edit
history. Posted February 8, Still no luck. Posted April 2, Part found. Sactownog Posted April 26,
Posted April 26, Did this sell? Spinneyhill 1, Posted April 28, Posted April 28, Posted July 21,
Spinneyhill 1, Posted July 22, Posted July 22, Create an account or sign in to comment You
need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account
in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now.
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Skip to main content. Include description.
BorgWarner 2 Items 2. Ford 1 Items 1. Not Specified 1 Items 1. No Warranty 3 Items 3. New 1
Items 1. Used 3 Items 3. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 4.
Accepts Offers. Auction 1. Buy It Now 3. Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery
Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New
Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking
for? Save borg warner overdrive 3 speed transmission to get e-mail alerts and updates on your
eBay Feed. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to
find the right parts faster. Shipping not specified. Buy It Now. Last one. Results matching fewer
words. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This
page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See
each listing for international shipping options and costs. Borg-Warner overdrive transmissions
were first introduced in , originally designed to reduce engine rpms at highway speeds. The
early overdrive transmission is actually a two-speed planetary transmission attached to the rear
portion of a standard three-speed transmission. Advertisement Click Here to Read More
Advertisement B org-Warner overdrive transmissions were first introduced in , originally

designed to reduce engine rpms at highway speeds. The planetary unit is the heart of the
overdrive and its engagement is controlled by one of three ways â€” by the pinion gear, the
internal gear or by the sun gear. All three methods have been used over the years. This proved
to be quite handy when pulling out to pass another car on the highway. Once the car was safely
passed, the driver could just lift his foot and the transmission would shift back into overdrive. In
the late s the standard method used to control the engagement of the overdrive was by holding
the sun gear stationery. This latest design, the most compact in design, would become the
standard design for the remaining life of the overdrive. Especially during World War II with gas
rationing in effect, anything that increased mileage was welcome. Even after the war the
overdrive option continued to be popular. Traveling salesmen in particular were fans, especially
if they were working strictly on commission and had to buy their own fuel. Advertisement
Manufactured by Borg-Warner Corporation, the overdrive option was offered on 22 different car
models. Over two million overdrive options were sold by and well over four million were sold by
the end of , the last year the overdrive option was available, only from Ford. Part of the
popularity of the overdrive transmission as an option was the price. Studebaker sold the most
overdrive options by far, though a variety of other companies including Chevrolet, Ford, Frazier,
Hudson, Kaiser, Lincoln, Mercury, Nash, Packard, and Willys-Overland also offered the
overdrive as an option. If you look toward the rear of the transmission where the solenoid is
located, you will see an identification ID cast into the overdrive housing. It will be either R or R
followed by numbers and letters that ID the transmission to which the overdrive is connected. R
was the standard overdrive model and the most common. R was for heavy-duty applications,
including the bigger, heavier cars like Packard and Lincoln, and higher horsepower applications
in later years. The R transmissions have four gears inside of the planetary sun gear, while the
standard R has only three. Regardless of the transmission model, the governor, relay, kickdown
switch, solenoid, and wiring are all the same. You must have a 6-volt relay for a 6-volt overdrive
transmission and likewise for volts, but the solenoids, relays, kickdown switches etc.
Advertisement In my research on the overdrive transmissions I was introduced to Al Weaver
who was then in his upper 70s. Al was an engineer by trade and was part of the team that
designed the original R and R overdrives. Al later traveled for the Borg-Warner Co. He
eventually went to work for Studebaker in the mid to late s setting up its overdrive program,
which might explain why Studebaker sold so many more overdrive options than the rest of the
car manufacturers. I spent a total of nine years learning overdrives from Al before he passed on.
He had a lot of the information in his head, things he knew from memory, and never wrote down.
He shared a lot of his technical wisdom on overdrives that never made it into any shop manual.
Advertisement As I look back now, my time with Al was well spent. Now some 40 years later, the
travel speed on the highways is much faster than it was in the s. As a result, the three-speed
overdrive transmissions that nobody wanted way back when are now more popular than ever.
Besides the Great Race teams, I sell a lot of overdrive parts to the average antique car owner
who wants to be able to drive his antique vehicle to a car show and be able to keep up with
modern traffic and not have the engine turning 3, rpms at 60 mph. With the three-speed
overdrive transmission there is plenty of power for driving around town, and on the highway the
engine rpms will drop about 33 percent compared to a non-overdrive car. Advertisement The
first thing I did after I got my education from Al was to write a book on how the overdrive works,
how to operate it and how to troubleshoot it. I also included all of the things I learned from Al.
The next logical step was to offer a rebuild service for solenoids, among the most common wear
items. It took less than a half dozen years to use up the supply of NOS new old stock parts to
rebuild the overdrive solenoids. The relays were also a common problem. So in I began to have
the solenoids reproduced along with the relays. Lubrication Caution: Do not use anything
higher than GL-1 in the overdrive transmissions. Modern gear oils are up to GL-5 or higher now,
but the modern detergents in the gear oil will attack the bronze parts inside of the transmission.
It is too slippery and the overdrive sun gear will not engage. You will have to disassemble the
transmission and clean every part to get all of the slippery film off all of the internal parts. Not a
fun job! Advertisement There is an opportunity to help your customers with their overdrive
transmission, and once they find out you have the knowledge and replacement parts they will
quickly spread the word. I get one or two calls a day from potential customers looking for a
solenoid. The demand for overdrive parts today is greater than ever. Typically, the internal parts
of the overdrive transmission are very durable and if they have had any care at all they work
fine. Two things will kill the internals of a Borg-Warner overdrive transmission: running out or
even low of transmission gear oil, and speed shifting the overdrive. The overdrive was not made
for drag racing on Saturday night! Meanwhile, it is usually the relay, kickdown and the solenoid
that need attention, and they are the easiest to fix, as they are all external parts. Keep in mind
that we are about two generations away from when overdrive transmissions were common, so

many of your customers will need to jog their memory on how the overdrive transmissions
worked. In addition as the younger customers discover the Borg-Warner overdrive for the first
time, they will also need a little education and guidance in the care and operation of the
overdrive. Advertisement That is where the book comes in as it explains exactly how to shift an
overdrive step-by-step. It also includes troubleshooting, interchange information, and exploded
views of assembly procedures. The book makes sure everybody starts out with the same
knowledge. In addition to my Overdrive book, which covers operation, repairs, troubleshooting
and interchange information, a variety of parts are still available to service these versatile
transmissions. Keep an eye out for kickdown switches, manual control cables, transmission
seals, solenoids, relays, and gear oil. For more technical Information on the Borg Warner
Overdrive transmission, to buy new Borg Warner overdrive transmission parts or for questions,
feel free to contact me at Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise
Subscribe Contact Us. By Randy Rundle. B org-Warner overdrive transmissions were first
introduced in , originally designed to reduce engine rpms at highway speeds. Manufactured by
Borg-Warner Corporation, the overdrive option was offered on 22 different car models.
Studebaker sold the most overdrive options by far, though a variety of other companies
including Chevrolet, Ford, Frazier, Hudson, Kaiser, Lincoln, Mercury, Nash, Packard, and
Willys-Overland also offered the overdrive as an option Overdrive Identification Tips If you look
toward the rear of the transmission where the solenoid is located, you will see an identification
ID cast into the overdrive housing. In my research on the overdrive transmissions I was
introduced to Al Weaver who was then in his upper 70s. As I look back now, my time with Al
was well spent. The first thing I did after I got my education from Al was to write a book on how
the overdrive works, how to operate it and how to troubleshoot it. There is an opportunity to
help your customers with their overdrive transmission, and once they find out you have the
knowledge and replacement parts they will quickly spread the word. That is where the book
comes in as it explains exactly how to shift an overdrive step-by-step. What Parts are Available
for Overdrives? In this article: automatic transmissions , Borg-Warner , overdrive ,
transmission. Watch Engine Builder's latest discussions and explanations. Shop the latest
Engine Builder merchandise. Stay up to date by signing up for the Engine Builder newsletter. By
Dr. Raj Shah, Dr. Vikram Mittal and Nathan Aragon. By Engine Builder Staff. Engine of the Week:
Ford 5. Video: Ambient Temperatures and Diesel Engines. Video Series View More Videos.
Podcasts Listen To More Podcasts. Buyer's Guide Supplier Spotlight. Learn More. We now have
available brand new exact reproductions of the original Borg Warner overdrive solenoids. These
are available for both 6-volt and volt applications. This is the same solenoid used by all eleven
different car companies that offered the Borg Warner electric overdrive as an option from thru
No core is required. These will fit standard Borg Warner overdrive applicationsâ€¦ those with a
shaft length of one inch measured from the tip of the shaft to the edge of the alignment flange.
All standard overdrive-solenoids will measure one inch. Station Wagons and convertibles will
measure 1. Please check you shaft length before ordering. This is an exact replacement for the
original Borg-Warner overdrive kickdown switch that is located under the gas pedal. This HD
switch will work with both 6-volt and volt applications. Now available an exact reproduction of
the original Borg Warner overdrive relay. Complete wiring instructions included. We now have
available replacement overdrive manual control cable assemblies complete with the correct
chrome handle and hardware. These are an exact reproduction of the overdrive cable
assemblies used by all eleven of the car companies that offered the Borg-Warner overdrive
transmission as an option. Overall length of the cable and housing is seventy-six inches as
measured from the shoulder of the threaded fitting to the end of the cable housing. There is an
additional four inches of cable that extends past the housing for a total overall length of eighty
inches. These are a cut to fit cable with a crimping tool included just like the originals. This seal
goes into the overdrive transmission housing where the solenoid mounts to the transmission
and the solenoid shaft passes thru the transmission housing and connects to the shift pawl. If
this oil seal becomes damaged from age or rough removal of the solenoid, transmission oil
from the transmission will leak into the overdrive solenoid housing, causing the solenoid to fail.
This seal
2000 dodge caravan repair manual pdf
ebay home stereo
96 ford windstar fuse box diagram
should be checked for damage every time the solenoid is removed for service and replaced if
damaged. This is the proper mineral based gear oil for use in all of the Borg-Warner Overdrive
Transmissions built from on. Do not use any synthetic gear oils. The sulfur and related
additives in modern lubricants will destroy the bronze parts inside of the Borg-Warner

overdrive. Most all Borg-Warner manual overdrive transmissions require four pints of lubricant.
This 8. If your car is equipped with a Borg-Warner overdrive transmission this is a must have
book. Includes factory service information, interchange guide and illustrated wiring diagrams.
Randy designed and built the first 6-volt alternator in Up to that point there was no such thing
as a 6-volt alternator, only modern volt alternators were available. Borg-Warner Overdrive Parts.
Jam nuts and complete installation instructions are included. Fifth Avenue Facts Randy
designed and built the first 6-volt alternator in Provided by: rossini.

